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Yong Soon Min, Davidson College’s current Baik artist, has been referred to and
examined by several scholars and reviewers. This literature review examines the scholarly and
opinionated conversation of Yong Soon Min and is accordingly split into the different genres of
discussion that these writers have addressed. This paper begins with two paragraphs that study
motifs of intra and interstate immigration. It then moves on to scrutinize how ideas of retrieving
and rejecting cultural memory are embedded within the conversation on Min’s art.

Yong Soon Min was born during the same year of the militarization of the North and
South Korean border. As a result, the conversation surrounding her work incorporates issues of
interstate immigration. In reference to Min’s Bridge of No Return (1997), an installation that
embodies the demilitarized zone which splits Korea into North and South, both Hwa Young Choi
Caruso and Yookyoung Choi dive into Min’s motif of crossing borders through a political
framework (Fig.1).

Figure 1: Yong Soon Min, Bridge of No Return, 1997, yongsoonmin.com/art/bridge-of-noreturn/.
With a focus on the “political division” the DMZ created, Caruso interprets Min’s Bridge of No
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Return as “a fence represent[ing] the political issues separating North and South Korea.”1
Caruso’s context of studying how Min’s identity “contribute[s] to the function of [her] art as a
political act” allows her to approach Min’s work through this political framework.2 Yookyoung
Choi’s research, on the other hand, is centered around “how… artists negotiate their hybrid
cultural identities in a globalized contemporary America.”3 Choi’s emphasis on globalization
leads her to interpret the presence of conflicting global economic systems within Min’s work.
Choi therefore argues how, in Bridge of No Return, Min “seeks to reconcile the totalitarian North
and materialistic South, thus expressing her deep yearning for unification.” 4 Contrarily, Kyungso
Min argues that Min’s DMZ-related works altogether seek to “wide[n] the meaning of a “border”
into a certain kind of psychological field…”5 Kyungso manages to argue this since, rather than
focusing on political agendas or globalization, Kyungso Min’s overall goal is to “examine how
the experiences and memories of crossing national border lines are visually embodied in” Yong
Soon Min’s work.6 In Kyungso Min’s psychological interpretation of the DMZ motif, she
concludes that “Min’s DMZ-like installations [are] dynamically coped with the dichotomous
sentiments involved in the frontier line: aspiration / disappointment, attachment / detachment,
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and expectation / fear.”7 Kyungso Min’s emphasis on the duality of emotion in Yong Soon’s
border portrayals reflects her overarching concern with how Yong Soon Min “embrac[es her]
displacement and replacement experiences.”8

Yong Soon Min's departure to the United States of America at age seven is central to the
scholarly conversation around her portrayal of the Korean Diaspora. Hwa Young Choi Caruso
and Margo Machida both argue that Min uses personal stories to communicate the lack of
belonging experienced by Korean immigrants in the U.S. Margo Machida’s research interest lies
in exploring “trauma” and “social memory” in Min’s art.9 Correspondingly, Machida interprets
how Min’s work expresses the identity crisis experienced by Korean diaspora members. For
example, Machida points out how in Defining Moments (1992) (Fig.2) Yong Soon Min “depicts

Figure 2: Yong Soon Min, Defining Moments, 1992; Display Number 1 and 6. https://
www.yongsoonmin.com/art/def-mom-order/.
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herself as a divided territory, cut off from the land of its birth by years of war and turmoil;” with
one foot here and another there. 10 Through this example Machida illustrates how dualism
establishes a traumatic experience of lack of belonging for immigrants. Machida also comments
on how the distressed memory of Korean immigrants is continuously being shaped by current
events. In reference to an event Yong Soon Min experienced first-hand in the United States.,
Machida discusses Figure 2’s reference to sa-i-gu, “translated as 4/29” as a “defining moment for
Korean Americans.”11 Sa-i-gu is “the day that the 1992 Los Angeles riots began, the four-day
disturbance in which numerous Korean American businesses were looted and burned to the
ground.”12 Also in reference to Min’s personal life, Caruso uses the idea of ‘mother tongues’ in
Half Home (Fig.3) to demonstrate Min’s yearning for belonging.

Figure 3: Yong Soon Min, Half Home, 1986, https://www.yongsoonmin.com/art/half-home/.

Caruso’s political awareness prompts her to dissect the effects of English proficiency on
Korean’s cultural identity. Caruso thus examines how “[t]he images and text about
communicating with her mother and the struggling mouth [in Half Home] suggests Min’s sense
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of being split between two homes;” in between Korea and America. Through this Caruso unfolds
a personal anecdote of Min’s to illustrate Min’s yearning for belonging. Unlike Machida and
Caruso, Hijoo Son rejects Min’s ‘lack of belonging’ motif altogether. Son’s research revolves
around Min’s 'There' where she brought together “24 Korean artists works from five different
countries.”13 Son focuses on critiquing that There indicates a paradox of diaspora art, claiming
that it contradictorily reinforces “the master narratives of the nation,” which include
“homogeneous and blood ties,” in its very attempt to undermine them.14

Another critical component of the scholarly discussion is how Min taps into her identity
through creating art. Hwa Young Choi Caruso argues that “within minority groups, searching for
cultural identity and self-identity is an ongoing process, and art making helps them to connect to
their identities.”15 Betty Kano similarly argues that Min uses her art as a means to understand her
identity, but does so with a focus on cultural memory. Betty Kano specifically surveys the
resurfacing and ‘re-knowing’ cultural process that Min’s art provides. Kano views Min’s art as a
means to make sense of and “recognise” her ‘antecedents; which “include [her] mothe[r],
grandmothers, sisters, children, home, language, spirituality, dreams, food, and self…”16
Through mentioning these antecedents, Kano affirms Caruso’s view of how Min uses her art as a
way to connect with her inner and cultural self.
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The clash between Min’s confucian heritage and her female and multicultural self is
another site of conversation. Yookyung Choi posits that Min’s “American self does not fit into
the ideal of the Korean female subject shaped by the patriarchal Confucian ideology of sacrifice,
chastity, and fidelity.” 17 To argue this, Choi unravels Min’s “feelings of conflict and ambivalence
toward the idea of a Korean female identity” in Dwelling (1993) (Fig.4). 18

Figure 4: Yong Soon Min, Dwelling, 1993, The Asia Society and Museum,
New York, NY. https://www.yongsoonmin.com/art/dwelling/.

Similarly, Jane Necol, in her review of Min’s works, pays attention to how Dwelling
communicates the exasperation Min experiences as she “remembers” and ‘dwells’ on her cultural
heritage. 19 Necol interprets “the gauzy white hanbok, the traditional Korean garment” in
Dwelling to represent “the… ghost of [Min’s] Korean self that float[es] mutely in a comer of the
gallery.”20 Necol’s interpretation of Dwelling infers her belief in how Min’s ‘ideal’ feminine self
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is always present in her subconscious - a constant reminder to Min that she does not meet the
success requirements of femininity according to her cultural memory. Like Choi and Nicole,
Elaine H. Kim’s research also stresses upon this challenge of recalling culture while being a
female. Although not in reference to Dwelling, Kim explores how Min “insists on the centrality
of women, focuses on concepts of self and nationhood and on her own female body and its place
in global politics.”21 Kim takes this concept as far as calling Min a “Bad Woman;” for her
concern “with the oppositional, the personal, with "talking about the banished" and helping to
create a culture of resistance… with images of the naked female body as the site of nationhood
and global politics.” Elaine Kim argues that through her explicit incorporation of the female
body in her work, Min subverts traditional norms, “challeng[ing] the old Korean concept of
sadae-jui (reliance on the powerful)…” 22

Ultimately, a spectrum of similarities and differences exist within the conversation on
Min’s works. While Caruso and Choi focus on the political implications of borders, Kyungso
unfolds the psychological contradictions in Min’s concept of borders. Simultaneously, both
Caruso and Machida argue that personal stories, such as Min’s experience of the L.A. riots and
struggling to speak Korean with her mother, are central to Min’s theme of belonging to nowhere.
Son, on the other hand, dismisses the theme of lack of belonging altogether; arguing that it is full
of contradictions. In regards to the retrieval of cultural memory, both Caruso and Kano assert
that the process of creating art is a way for Min to ‘re-know’ her cultural history. Contrarily,
21
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Choi, Necol, and Kim focus on how Min protests against that cultural memory like that of
Confucianism and patriarchal tradition through her work. All in all, whether it be the divide that
the physical border has constructed, or the psychological/cultural trauma that crossing the border
has left on the immigrant, there is no disagreement amongst scholars and reviewers regarding
Min’s works all relating to the conceptual scheme of borders.
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